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Abstract

We study a regime-switching recurrent bubble model with endogenous growth. The econ-

omy experiences both bubbly and bubbleless regimes recurrently. In�nitely-lived households

expect future bubbles, which crowds out investment and reduces economic growth. Because

realized bubbles crowd in investment, their overall impact on economic growth and welfare

crucially depends on both the level of �nancial development and the frequency of bubbles. We

examine U.S. economic growth performance through the lens of our model, �nding evidence

of recurrent bubbles. Furthermore, counterfactual simulations suggest that 1) the IT and

housing bubbles together lifted the U.S. GDP by almost 2 percentage points permanently;

and 2) the U.S. economy could have grown faster if people had believed that asset bubbles

were impossible to arise.

1 Introduction

A decade after the worst crisis since the Great Depression, economic observers seem to agree

on a few points. First, an asset price bubble emerged in the years leading up to the crisis.

Second, the implosion of this bubble triggered a �nancial crisis, resulting in the Great Recession
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(Brunnermeier and Oehmke (2013)). Third, the recovery has been lackluster, with GDP growing

about 1 percentage point slower after the crisis. Interestingly, recent empirical studies �nd that

these features are common to other �nancial crises, and moreover, these bubble-driven �nancial

crises are not extremely rare but recurring over time with an interval of a few decades in many cases;

see Cerra and Saxena (2008), Blanchard, Cerutti, and Summers (2014), and Jorda, Schularick,

and Taylor (2015), as well as Kindleberger (2001). Motivated by these empirical �ndings, this

paper studies the economic implications of recurrent bubbles and their crashes.

We construct a tractable model of recurrent bubbles with endogenous growth. Because of

�nancial frictions, investors are unable to obtain funds as they wish. Bubbles may mitigate the

problem, speeding up capital accumulation, which in our endogenous growth model speeds up

economic growth too. This is the so-called crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles. We introduce

regime switches to this framework. There are two regimes: a �fundamental regime�and a �bubbly

regime.�The fundamental regime is bubbleless. When the economy switches to the bubbly state,

a new vintage of bubbly assets is provided to households.1 A sunspot determines whether the

economy is at the fundamental regime or the bubbly regime. In this environment, we show

that there is an interesting equilibrium in which asset price bubbles arise recurrently, and crash

recurrently.

Our model features a novel crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles. Households are long-lived and

hence experience the emergence and the collapse of bubbles recurrently. Importantly, they fully

anticipate these dynamics. That is, even if bubbles are absent today, households anticipate their

emergence in the future. Likewise, when bubbles exist, households rationally anticipate their future

collapse and re-emergence. These expectations about future bubbles a¤ect households�decisions,

and crucially, are a drag to economic growth. The underlying mechanism is the familiar wealth

e¤ect. Households will be wealthier when bubbles arise in the future. With this anticipation,

households increase both consumption and leisure, which reduce both investment and economic

growth.2

The recent development on the macroeconomics of asset price bubbles including Kocherlakota

(2009), Farhi and Tirole (2012), and Hirano and Yanagawa (2017) considered non-recurrent bub-

bles. That is, bubbles collapse once and for all, and re-emergence of asset price bubbles is not

expected at all. In this framework, the economy is completely free from the in�uence of bubbles

after their collapse. Therefore, the cost-bene�t analysis of non-recurrent bubbles requires to in-

1Following the literature, we consider bubbly assets that contribute neither to production nor to households�
utility. In other words, we consider pure bubbles. Modeling bubbles attached to real assets is perhaps more realistic,
but it is technically di¢ cult and this is well known in the literature. See Santos and Woodford (1997) for the details.
An interesting paper by Pham, Le Van, and Bosi (2019) makes a step toward it.

2A crowding-out e¤ect of asset bubbles has been discussed in the existing literature (Kocherlakota (2009), Farhi
and Tirole (2012), and Hirano and Yanagawa (2017)), but strictly speaking, it is the crowding-out e¤ect of realized
bubbles. Our model has this e¤ect too. But we emphasize that our model has the crowding-out e¤ect of future
bubbles as well, and this type of crowding-out e¤ect is absent in the existing literature in which asset bubbles are
not recurrent.
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spect the economy during the bubbly period alone.3 However, if bubbles are recurrent, we have to

examine the economy after their collapse too. This is so because even though bubbles are absent,

households� actions are still in�uenced by unrealized bubbles. The economy in which bubbles

are expected to arise in the future is crucially di¤erent from the economy in which they are not.

Speci�cally, even the bubbleless growth is slowed by the expectation of future bubbles; it is slower

in our recurrent-bubble economy than in an alternative economy in which bubbles neither exist

nor are expected to arise in the future, which is exactly the situation after the crash in the models

with non-recurrent bubbles.

Because the crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles and the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles

compete, the welfare impact of recurrent bubbles depends on the level of �nancial development

and the frequency of bubbles.4 If the economy�s �nancial market is severely under-developed, the

crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles tends to dominate. Hence, recurrent bubbles enhance average

growth and improve welfare over the long run. In contrast, if the �nancial market is relatively

developed, the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles can dominate, and recurrent bubbles reduce

average growth and welfare over the long run. Moreover, if bubbles emerge more frequently,

the crowding-out e¤ect becomes stronger because households start to �count on�future bubbles

more strongly. Therefore, high-frequency bubbles may not be desirable even in �nancially under-

developed economies, not to mention �nancially developed ones.

The presence of recurrent bubbles in a dynamic framework makes the solution of our model

intrisically complicated. This is so because one must track the history of asset price bubbles, i.e.,

the dates of both the collapse and the re-emergence of bubbles, to characterize the current state

of the economy. In our model, the states are capital, exogenous shocks, and a regime indicator.

Since the economy switches between the two regimes, capital is regime dependent. But because

of endogenous productivity, capital is a su¢ cient statistic for the history of bubbles. So once

we detrend the model using capital, there is no regime dependence anymore and the equilibrium

conditions depend only on the exogenous states of the economy. As a result, solving this model is

tractable and the model is amenable to estimation.
3More precisely, the macroeconomic impact of non-recurrent bubbles depends on the crowding-in and the

crowding-out e¤ects of realized bubbles alone. If the crowding-in e¤ect dominates, the economy has a boom
in the bubbly period, and vice versa. Another caveat exists; after the collapse of bubbles, the economy converges to
the bubble-less steady-state monotonically, and this is standard in the literature. With these conditions, the overall
macroeconomic impact of asset bubbles depends on the bubbly period alone; bubbles are good for the economy if
they are expansionary, and vice versa.

4On the welfare impact of asset bubbles, the classic argument is that bubbles improve welfare because they help
consumption smoothing (see Samuelson (1958), Bewley (1980), Scheinkman and Weiss (1986), Farhi and Tirole
(2012), and Hirano and Yanagawa (2017)). We believe that this argument captures an important aspect of asset
bubbles, but we take a di¤erent route and shed a new light on the topic. In our model, asset bubbles do not help
consumption smoothing because income risks from idiosyncratic shocks are perfectly shared among members of a
large household even without bubbles. We �nd that in this setup, the welfare impact of asset bubbles depends
crucially on their growth impact. We also �nd a new tradeo¤; that is, the expectation about future bubbles is a
headwind to growth, and this hidden cost makes the welfare impact of recurrent bubbles non-trivial even if the
crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles dominates the crowding-out e¤ect of realized bubbles.
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We examine the U.S. data for the period 1984 - 2017 through the lens of our model. In

particular, we identify bubbles by exploiting the model�s robust predictions that both GDP growth

and the stock market-to-GDP ratio are high when bubbles exist. Using these data, we uncover

evidence of recurrent bubbles in the U.S. economy. In particular, we �nd that at least two bubbly

episodes are very likely in our sample, the �rst one from around 1997 to 2001, and the second

one from around 2006 to the outset of the Great Recession. The asset market was strong in

these periods, and GDP growth was robust too. Our model attributes these phenomena to the

emergence of bubbles. In contrast, our model attributes the strong growth in the mid 1990s to

favorable productivity shocks.

Our model provides a plausible explanation of the slowdown in growth over the past decade.

To the extent that the 2000s were a period with asset price bubbles, the collapse of these bubbles

led inevitably to slower growth. Furthermore, growth will remain depressed until a new bubble

emerges in the economy, which has not occurred according to our estimates.

A counterfactual simulation reveals that the U.S. economy bene�ted from the realized bubbles

for two reasons. First, the economy boomed during the bubbly episodes. Second, the growth

acceleration during the bubbly episodes has a permanently positive impact on the output level

even after bubbles are gone. We estimate that the two bubbly episodes combined permanently

raised the level of the U.S. GDP by about 2 percentage points. However, another counterfactual

simulation suggests that the U.S. economy could have grown even faster. That is, if the U.S.

economy were in a di¤erent equilibrium in which bubbles never arose and were never expected to

emerge, GDP growth would be higher than the actual on average. This is because the crowding-out

e¤ect of future bubbles is absent.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Next, we highlight the contributions of our paper

to existing literature. Then we describe the baseline model in Section 3. Section 4 discusses

calibration. In Section 5, we discuss the impacts of recurrent bubbles on growth and welfare. The

empirical results with a discussion of the last decades and the Great Recession are in Section 6.

Section 7 concludes.

2 Related Work in the Literature

This paper studies asset bubbles in an in�nite horizon economy. In this regard, our paper is related

to the seminal work by Bewley (1980), Scheinkman and Weiss (1986), Woodford (1990), Kocher-

lakota (1992, 2009), and Kiyotaki and Moore (2019).5 These studies examined non-recurrent

5Kocherlakota (1992) explicitly derived the economic conditions for which asset bubbles can arise in in�nite
horizon economies. He showed in an endowment economy that if bubbles exist at any date, then, everyone faces
borrowing constraints that bind currently or at some point in the future. Furthermore, the economy needs to grow
as fast as bubbles, so that agents can always a¤ord to buy the bubbly asset. Like Kocherlakota (1992), in our
model, on the balanced growth path with positive bubbles, the liquidity constraint and the short-sale constraint
bind, and the economy grows at the same rate as the bubbles.
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bubbles, while we focus on recurrent bubbles.6 Kamihigashi (2011) is probably the earliest paper

studying recurrent bubbles in in�nite horizon economies. He provides su¢ cient conditions for a

bubble process to be recurrent in a partial equilibrium model without production. Neither invest-

ment nor labor supply are endogenous in his model. In contrast, we study recurrent bubbles in a

dynamic general equilibrium model with production, �nancial frictions, and endogenous growth.

Martin and Ventura (2012) study recurrent bubbles in an overlapping generations model in

which agents live for only two periods. In their model, everyone supplies one unit of labor in-

elastically in the young period, and consumes only in the old period. These assumptions make

expectations about future bubbles irrelevant to labor supply, consumption, and investment in the

young period. As a result, their recurrent-bubble model is essentially the same as Weil (1987)�s

stochastic-bubble model. In his setup, bubbles are expected to collapse once and for all, and re-

emergence of asset bubbles is not expected at all. In contrast, our model has in�nitely lived agents,

and their expectations about future bubbles do a¤ect labor supply, consumption, and investment,

as well as long-run economic growth and welfare.

Gali (2014) and Miao, Wang, and Xu (2015) study a rational-bubble model in which only

a fraction of the existing bubbles collapses every period. But new bubbles are created right

away. Under these assumptions, they study the model�s local dynamics around the bubbly steady

state with a standard linearization method. Our analysis is distinct from theirs in two important

dimensions. First, we work with a regime-switching model in which regime switches are associated

with the emergence and the collapse of bubbles. In addition, regime switches move the steady

state itself. Because the regime-dependent steady states are obtained from the original nonlinear

model, solved globally, this approach allows us to assess the e¤ect of recurrent bubbles accurately.

Second, we consider the complete collapse of bubbles. Crucially, this di¤erence is important both

quantitatively and qualitatively. In the appendix, we examine variants of our regime-switching

model in which the collapse is partial. In such a model, when a fraction of the bubbly assets lose

their valuation (partial collapse), the demand for the rest of the bubbly assets rises because liquid

assets become scarce. Their prices are therefore pushed up, which can endogenously mitigate

the adverse impact of the partial collapse even if most of the existing bubbly assets lose their

valuations. In other words, the e¤ect of the complete collapse of bubbles is unable to be accurately

assessed without formally modeling it because the recurrent-bubble model with multiple entire

collapses (our model) behaves very di¤erently from the recurrent-bubble model with multiple

partial collapses.

The nonlinearity �avor of our model is related to Mendoza (2010), Brunnermeier and Sannikov

(2014), He and Krishnamurthy (2013), Matsuyama (2013), Matsuyama, Sushko, and Gardini

(2016), Gertler and Kiyotaki (2015), and Gertler, Kiyotaki, and Prestipino (2020). All of these

6The same applies to the landmark papers on rational bubbles in an overlapping generations model including
Samuelson (1958), Shell, Sidrauski, and Stiglitz (1969, Section 3), Townsend (1980), Tirole (1985), Diba and
Grossman (1988), and Farhi and Tirole (2012); they examined non-recurrent bubbles.
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papers solve the models using global techniques. In Mendoza (2010), Brunnermeier and Sannikov

(2014), He and Krishnamurthy (2013), relatively large shocks cause the economy to jump far away

from steady state, resulting in highly non-linear e¤ects. In Matsuyama (2013) and Matsuyama,

Sushko, and Gardini (2016), even without any shocks, the economy exhibits high levels of nonlin-

earity, generating endogenous cycles. In Gertler and Kiyotaki (2015), and Gertler, Kiyotaki, and

Prestipino (2020), discontinuous macroeconomic e¤ects are generated by the bank run, which is

the entire collapse of the banking sector in their models. All of these papers emphasize that the

local analysis around the steady-state may not be suitable to account for large events like �nancial

crises, because it may not be able to capture important nonlinearities in the events.

Our work is also related to the recent papers emphasizing the downside of asset bubbles.

This is interesting research because there is a concern that the theoretical literature on bubbles

traditionally emphasizes their upside disproportionately and, as a result, does not address the

types of issues policymakers care most about (Barlevy (2018)). Speci�cally, Allen, Barlevy, and

Gale (2017) and Biswas, Hanson, and Phan (2018) show that stagnation in output occurs after

the bursting of bubbles in models without growth. Because the stagnation in output is costly, it

makes the welfare impact of bubbles non-trivial even if bubbles raise the output level when they

are present. Their arguments, however, hinge on mechanisms that are not necessarily related to

bubbles. For example, Allen, Barlevy, and Gale introduce default costs exogenously associated

with the collapse of bubbles. Biswas, Hanson, and Phan introduce downward nominal wage

rigidities. In contrast, our model abstracts from such mechanisms or other frictions including

nominal price rigidities or �re-sale externalities. We show that even in the absence of such frictions,

an interesting cost still emerges and it is closely related to expectations about future bubbles.

Hirano and Yanagawa (2017) study rational bubbles in an endogenous growth model with �nan-

cial frictions. But they study the stochastic bubbles à la Weil (1987), whereas we study recurrent

bubbles. In addition, the role of bubbles is also di¤erent. Hirano and Yanagawa emphasize the

speculative aspect of bubbles; agents buy and sell bubbly assets because they provide a high rate

of return. In contrast, we emphasize the liquidity role of bubbly assets. Our formulation is based

on Kiyotaki and Moore (2019), who model deteministic �at money as a liquid asset. Guerron-

Quintana and Jinnai (2019) examine the causes of the post-war U.S. recessions through the lens

of a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model with both �nancial friction and endogenous

growth. However, they do not introduce asset bubbles, and they linearize the model around the

bubbleless steady state. As a result, they are unable to account for the growth slowdown after �-

nancial crises documented by Cerra and Saxena (2008), Blanchard, Cerutti, and Summers (2014),

and Jorda, Schularick, and Taylor (2015). Theoretically, one can generate growth slowdown (and

acceleration) by introducing regime-switching structural parameters (Bianchi (2013)) if they gen-

erate the regime-dependent steady states. But it amounts to assume that the economic structure

changes in a particular way every time �nancial crisis occurs, which we do not �nd convincing
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empirical support or theoretical justi�cation.7 The current paper therefore pursues an old idea

that asset bubbles are a common element of many �nancial crises (Kindleberger (2001)), and their

emergence and collapse are behind the growth acceleration and slowdown.8

3 Model

Our description of the model consists of regimes, �rms, households, and endogenous productivity.

3.1 Regimes

Let zt denote a realization of the regime zt 2 fb; fg, where b and f denote the bubbly and
fundamental regimes, respectively. Their de�ning characteristics are the existence or lack of bubbly

assets, which are intrinsically useless. That is, bubbles contribute neither to production nor to

households�utility directly. In the fundamental regime, there are no bubbly assets in the economy.

When the regime switches to a bubbly one, M units of bubbly assets are created and given to

households in a lump-sum way. There is no creation of bubbly assets in other contingencies.

Bubbly assets last without depreciation as long as the economy stays in the bubbly regime. We

assume that they physically disappear suddenly and completely once the regime switches back to

the fundamental one.9 We assume that zt follows a Markov process satisfying

Pr (zt = f jzt�1 = f) = 1� �f (1)

and

Pr (zt = bjzt�1 = b) = 1� �b: (2)

3.2 Firms

Output is produced using capital and labor services denoted by KSDt and L
D
t , respectively. The

production function is

Yt = At
�
KSDt

�� �
LDt
�1��

;

7Guerron-Quintana and Jinnai (2019) document that there is no strong support for structural change in the
�nancial market during or after the Great Recession; namely, many �nancial indicators temporarily deteriorated
after the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers but have recovered.

8Hysteresis is another literature studying the growth slowdown. For example, Gali (2016) studies hysteresis in
labor markets and the design of monetary policy. Pursuing a distinct mechanism, we view our work is complemen-
tary.

9Alternatively, we can assume that the price of bubbly assets becomes zero. They are isomorphic.
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where At is the technology level which agents in the economy take as given. Competitive �rms

choose KSDt and L
D
t to maximize pro�ts de�ned as

Yt � rtKSDt � wtLDt :

Here, rt is the rental price of capital and wt is the wage rate. First-order conditions are standard.

3.3 Households

The economy is populated by a continuum of households, with measure one. Each household has

a unit measure of members who are identical at the beginning of each period. During the period,

members are separated from each other, and each member receives a shock that determines her role

in the period. A member will be an investor with probability � 2 [0; 1] and will be a saver/worker
with probability 1� �. These shocks are i.i.d. among members and across time.
A period is divided into three stages. In the �rst stage, all members of a household are together

and pool their assets, which are holdings of capital and, if it is the bubbly regime, holdings of

bubbly assets. Aggregate shocks to exogenous state variables are realized. The household decides

how intensively to use capital it owns (i.e., the capacity utilization rate). Because all the members

of the household are identical in this stage, the household head divides evenly the assets among

the members. The household head also gives contingency plans to each member, describing the

actions she should take if she becomes an investor or a saver/worker. The household�s objective

function is

E0

" 1X
t=0

�t

ebt

 
�
[cit]

1�� � 1
1� � + (1� �) [c

s
t (1� lt)

�]
1�� � 1

1� �

!#
; (3)

where cit and c
s
t are consumptions of investors and savers, respectively; lt is the labor supply by

savers; and bt is a preference shock. After receiving instructions, members go to the market and

they are separated from each other.

At the beginning of the second stage, each member receives the shock determining her role in

the period. Markets open and competitive �rms produce �nal goods. Compensation for productive

factors is paid to their owners. A fraction � (ut) of capital depreciates, which is increasing and

convex in the capacity utilization rate ut:

� (ut) = �0 +
�1
1 + �

u1+�t :

Investors seek �nancing to undertake investment projects. They have the technology to transform

any amount of �nal goods into the same amount of new capital.

We introduce �nancial frictions following Kiyotaki and Moore (2019). Investors face a borrow-

ing constraint due to their lack of commitment power. Namely, an investor who produces new
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capital cannot fully precommit to work with it even though her speci�c skill will be needed for

capital to provide services. As a result, an investor can only issue new equity up to a fraction � of

her investment, implying

issuet � �it (4)

has to be satis�ed, where it denotes the amount of new capital produced by an investor and issuet
denotes the amount of equity issued by the same investor. The rest of the new capital must be

held privately.

If equity �nance does not raise enough funds, the investor seeks other ways to raise additional

funds. The assets given to her in the �rst stage are useful for this purpose. Note that there are

at most three kinds of assets in her portfolio. The �rst one is privately held capital that has been

produced by members of the household that she belongs to but are unsold. The second one is

equity issued by other households. In addition, if the economy is in the bubbly regime, there are

bubbly assets.

Investors cannot sell privately held capital due to the lack of the commitment power we men-

tioned, but we assume that they can still use it as collateral to borrow short-term funds. Speci�-

cally, we assume that

bit � ~�t (1� � (ut))np;t (5)

has to be satis�ed, where bit is the amount of borrowing and np;t is the amount of privately held

capital the investor has at the beginning of the second stage. ~�t is a time-varying parameter.

If bit is negative, the investor is a lender. As we explain momentarily, loans are repaid from the

household�s budget in the third stage of the period.

Our assumption about uncommitted capital is di¤erent from Kiyotaki and Moore (2019). That

is, while we assume that investors use it as collateral to borrow funds, they assume that investors

can sell it in the equity market up to a certain limit. A natural interpretation of their assumption

will be that investors gain additional commitment power to the uncommitted old capital every

period. Our model behaves identically under their assumption except for the stock market value,

whose dynamics are more complicated under their assumption. Speci�cally, the equity-to-capital

ratio has history dependence under their assumption, and therefore, if we add the stock market

valuation as a variable of interest (as we do in the estimation section), we have to keep track of

this ratio as an endogenous state variable. This is technically demanding for our study, because

our model has regime switches. Our assumption that investors borrow short-term funds avoids

this issue because it makes the equity-to-capital ratio constant at �, hence simplifying the analysis.

Regarding equity issued by other households, we make the same assumption as Kiyotaki and

Moore (2019). That is, investors can sell only a fraction � < 1 of her holdings of other households�

equity before the investment opportunity disappears. In fact, we introduce transaction costs that

are zero for the �rst fraction � of equity sold, and then in�nite. Let ne;t and nie;t+1 denote the

investor�s holding of other households�equity at the beginning and at the end of the second stage
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respectively. The resalability constraint is given by

nie;t+1 � (1� �) (1� � (ut))ne;t: (6)

Selling bubbly assets in the bubbly regime is frinctionless. In the fundamental regime, there

is neither spot nor future markets for bubbly assets.10 Without markets, no one can purchase

bubbly assets, which is formally stated as follows:11

1fzt=fg ~m
i
t+1 = 1fzt=fg ~m

s
t+1 = 0; (7)

where 1 is an indicator function, and ~mi
t+1 and ~m

s
t+1 are holding of bubbly assets at the end of

the second stage by investors and savers respectively.

Our assumptions about trading assets lead to the following investor�s �ow budget constraint:

xit+it+qt
�
nie;t+1 � (1� � (ut))ne;t

�| {z }
net equity purchase

+1fzt=bg~pt
�
~mi
t+1 � ~mt

�| {z }
net bubble purchase

= utrt (ne;t + np;t)| {z }
dividend

+qt (issuet)| {z }
equity �nance

+ bit|{z}
borrowing

;

(8)

where xit is the amount of �nal goods the investor stores for use in the following stage, ~mt is the

amount of bubbly assets given to the investor in the �rst stage, and qt and ~pt are the prices of

equity and bubbly assets. The saver�s �ow budget constraint is similar to the investor�s:

xst + qt
�
nse;t+1 � (1� � (ut))ne;t

�
+ 1fzt=bg~pt

�
~ms
t+1 � ~mt

�
= utrt (ne;t + np;t) + wtlt + b

s
t : (9)

Here, xst , n
s
e;t+1, ~m

s
t+1, and b

s
t are saver�s counterparts of x

i
t, n

i
e;t+1, ~m

i
t+1, and b

i
t in equation (8).

Savers also face the same �nancial constraints as investors. But we omit them because it can be

shown that they do not bind in equilibrium.

In the third stage, the members of the household get together. The short-term loans are paid

back from the household�s budget. In a symmetric equilibrium,

�bit + (1� �) bst = 0

holds. Then, consumption takes place. The household�s resource constraint at this point in time

10We also assume that agents cannot make a contract contingent on future bubbles that can be attached to a
new asset; i.e., future bubbles cannot be used as collateral.
11To justify this assumption, we could consider the following environment. Suppose that households need to pay

transaction costs in order to investigate which assets bubbles are attached to in the future. If the transaction costs
are su¢ ciently large, there will be no trading in the fundamental regime. Or suppose that there is a continuum of
assets to which future bubbles can be attached. Households cannot know with certainty which assets bubbles can
be attached to in the future. Under this setting, the probability that future bubbles can be attached to an asset is
zero, and hence, the current price of that asset becomes zero. We thank Fernando Broner, Michihiro Kandori, and
Albert Martin for their discussion on these interpretations.
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is

�xit + (1� �)xst = �cit + (1� �) cst : (10)

After consumption, members�identities are forgotten. They start a new period as identical mem-

bers. The household�s portfolio at the beginning of period t + 1 consists of holdings of other

households�equity

ne;t+1 = �n
i
e;t+1 + (1� �)nse;t+1; (11)

privately held capital

np;t+1 = (1� � (ut))np;t + � (it � issuet) ; (12)

and bubbly assets

~mt+1 = � ~m
i
t+1 + (1� �) ~ms

t+1 + 1fzt=f;zt+1=bgM: (13)

The household�s problem is summarized as follows. It chooses a sequence of ut, xit, c
i
t, it, n

i
e;t+1,

~mi
t+1, b

i
t, issuet, x

s
t , c

s
t , lt, n

s
e;t+1, ~m

s
t+1, and b

s
t to maximize the utility function (3) subject to the

constraints (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), and (13). The initial portfolio fne;0; np;0; ~m0g
is given. Except for bit and b

s
t , the control variables must be non-negative.

Because this problem is hard to analyze in a general form, we make a simplifying assumption

following Kiyotaki and Moore (2019) and Del Negro, Eggertsson, Ferrero, and Kiyotaki (2017).

Speci�cally, we assume that ~�t = �qt always holds. It can be justi�ed in several ways. For example,

if lenders can convert a unit of uncommitted capital into � units of general capital that can be easily

used by anyone and hence sold in the equity market, ~�t = �qt holds. This assumption simpli�es the

analysis because the other households�equity and the household�s privately held capital become

perfect substitutes for the household, paying the same return per unit and providing the same

amount of liquidity per period. The household no longer has to keep track of these two assets

separately, but the total capital owned by the household, nt � ne;t + np;t, becomes the relevant

state variable for the household. qt is not only the equity price but also the household�s subjective

valuation of privately held capital. However, the distinction between ne;t and np;t is still important

for the measurement of the stock market value.

3.4 Endogenous Growth

We assume that the technology level At is endogenous:

At = �A (Kt)
1�� eat :

at is an exogenous productivity shock and �A is a scale parameter. Following Arrow (1962),

Sheshinski (1967), and Romer (1986), we interpret the dependency of At on Kt as learning-by-

doing; namely, knowledge is a by-product of investment, and in addition, it is a public good that

anyone can access at zero cost. With it, the long-run tendency for capital to experience diminishing

11



returns is eliminated.

3.5 Market Clearing

Competitive equilibrium is de�ned in a standard way; all agents optimize given prices; the market

clearing conditions are satis�ed for equity

ne;t+1 = (1� � (ut))ne;t + � (issuet) ; (14)

labor services

LDt = (1� �) lt;

capital services

KSDt = utKt;

and �nal goods

�cit + (1� �) cst + �it = Yt

for all t. If the economy is in the bubbly regime (zt = b), the market clearing condition for the

bubbly assets

� ~mi
t+1 + (1� �) ~ms

t+1 =M

is also satis�ed. In addition, the consistency condition

ne;t + np;t = Kt (15)

is satis�ed for all t. Because the constraint (7) implies that � ~mi
t+1 + (1� �) ~ms

t+1 = 0 holds if it

is the fundamental regime (zt = f), we have

� ~mi
t+1 + (1� �) ~ms

t+1 = 1fzt=bgM (16)

for all t. The law of motion for aggregate capital stock is

Kt+1 = (1� � (ut))Kt + �it;

which is implied by (12), (14), and (15).

3.6 Solving the Household�s Problem

It is convenient to solve the household�s problem in two cases, depending on the tightness of the

�nancial constraints.
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3.6.1 When Financial Constraints Are Loose

We can guess and verify that the equilibrium price of capital is equal to one if the �nancial

constraints are su¢ ciently loose (i.e., � and � are su¢ ciently large). Investors are indi¤erent

between producing new capital and purchasing other households�equity. As a consequence, neither

the borrowing constraint (4) nor the resalability constraint (6) binds. The collateral constraint

(5) does not bind either; if it did, the household could make it loose without a¤ecting other

constraints or the portfolio at the end of the period by decreasing bit by � > 0, increasing bst by

(�= (1� �))�, decreasing nie;t+1 by �, and increasing nse;t+1 by (�= (1� �))�. We can also show
that the equilibrium price of bubbly assets is zero in this case.

These observations allow us to summarize the constraints in a single equation:

�cit + (1� �) cst + nt+1 = [utrt + (1� � (ut))]nt + wt (1� �) lt; (17)

where nt is the total amount of capital owned by the household, nt = ne;t + np;t. The �rst-order

conditions are �
cit
���

= (cst)
�� (1� lt)�(1��) ;

�
cst

1� lt
= wt;

rt � �0 (ut) = 0;

and

1 = Et

�
�

ebt+1�bt

�
cit
cit+1

��
(ut+1rt+1 + 1� � (ut+1))

�
:

The �rst equation states that the marginal utility from consumption has to be equalized across

members of the household. The second equation states that the marginal rate of substitution

between leisure and consumption has to be equal to the wage. The third equation states that the

marginal bene�t of raising the capacity utilization rate has to be equal to its opportunity cost,

which is the amount of depreciated capital at the margin. The last equation is the Euler equation.

3.6.2 When Financial Constraints Are Tight

In the second case, both � and � are small, and inequality constraints (4), (5), and (6) bind in

equilibrium. The price of capital exceeds one in this case. This is so because capital provides not

only capital services but also liquidity to its owners.12 Moreover, 1 < qt < 1=� holds in equilibrium,

12The three inequality constraints (4), (5), and (6) bind simultaneously if qt > 1. If (4) is not binding, households
can increase their utility without violating any constraints or a¤ecting their portfolio at the end of the period by
increasing both it and issuet by � > 0, and increasing both xit and c

i
t by (qt � 1)�, which is a contradiction

to the household�s optimization. If (5) is not binding, households can increase their utility without violating any
constraints or a¤ecting nt+1 by increasing both it and bit by �, decreasing n

s
e;t+1 by (�= (1� �))�, increasing xst

by (�= (1� �)) qt�, and increasing cit by (qt � 1)�. If (6) is not binding, households can increase their utility
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implying that producing new capital is pro�table but investment cannot be made without down

payments. In addition, we can show that 1fzt=bg~pt ~m
i
t+1 = 0 always holds.

13

Combining (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), and 1fzt=bg~pt ~m
i
t+1 = 0, we obtain the budget constraint

at the household level:

�cit + (1� �) cst + �it + qt [nt+1 � (1� � (ut))nt] + 1fzt=bg~pt
�
(1� �) ~ms

t+1 � ~mt

�
= utrtnt + �qtit + (1� �)wtlt: (18)

Because (4), (5), and (6) hold with equality, and in addition 1fzt=bg~pt ~m
i
t+1 = 0 holds, we can

rewrite the investor�s budget constraint (8) as follows:

(1� �qt) it = [utrt + �qt (1� � (ut))]nt + 1fzt=bg~pt ~mt: (19)

Substituting (19) into (18), we �nd

�cit + (1� �) cst + qtnt+1 + 1fzt=bg~pt (1� �) ~ms
t+1 (20)

= [utrt + (1� � (ut)) qt]nt + ��t (utrt + �qt (1� � (ut)))nt
+1fzt=bg~pt (1 + ��t) ~mt + (1� �)wtlt;

where

�t �
qt � 1
1� �qt

: (21)

Shi (2015) calls �t the liquidity service of capital. It measures how much value an investor can

create from a unit of liquidity. The reason is the following. An investor can create 1= (1� �qt)
units of capital from a unit of liquidity, which is the reciprocal of the marginal down payment. A

fraction � of the investment is equity �nanced, and the rest is added to the investor�s portfolio,

which is worth (1� �) qt= (1� �qt). Finally, substracting the costs of the investment from it, we

�nd
(1� �) qt
1� �qt

� 1 = qt � 1
1� �qt

= �t:

Hence, �t is the marginal revenue from investment with leverage.

The household�s problem is now simpli�ed. It chooses a sequence of ut, cit, c
s
t , lt, nt+1, and

~ms
t+1 to maximize the utility (3) subject to the budget constraint (20), the law of motion of bubbly

without violating any constraints or a¤ecting nt+1 by increasing it by �, decreasing nie;t+1 by (1=qt)�, decreasing
nse;t+1 by (�= (1� �)) ((qt � 1) =qt)�, and increasing both xst and cst by (�= (1� �)) (qt � 1)�.
13Suppose the opposite, i.e., 1fzt=bg~pt ~m

i
t+1 > 0 holds in period t. Then, households can relax (6) without

violating any constraints or a¤ecting their portfolio at the end of the period by decreasing ~mi
t+1 by �, increasing

~ms
t+1 by (�= (1� �))�, increasing nie;t+1 by ~pt�=qt, and decreasing nse;t+1 by (�= (1� �)) (~pt=qt)�. This is a

contradiction to the household�s optimization because they can increase utility if (6) is not binding.
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assets

~mt+1 = (1� �) ~ms
t+1 + 1fzt=f;zt+1=bgM;

and the absence of the bubbly-asset market in the fundamental regime

1fzt=fg ~m
s
t+1 = 0:

The �rst-order conditions are �
cit
���

= (cst)
�� (1� lt)�(1��) ;

�
cst

1� lt
= wt;

rt � �0 (ut) qt + ��t (rt � �qt�0 (ut)) = 0; (22)

qt = Et

�
�

ebt+1�bt

�
cit
cit+1

��
(ut+1rt+1 + (1� � (ut+1)) qt+1 + ��t+1 (ut+1rt+1 + �qt+1 (1� � (ut+1))))

�
;

(23)

and

1fzt=bg~pt = 1fzt=bgEt

�
�

ebt+1�bt

�
cit
cit+1

��
(1 + ��t+1) ~pt+11fzt+1=bg

�
: (24)

The �rst two equations are the same as in the previous section, but the other equations are either

di¤erent or new. The third equation is the optimality condition for the capacity utilization rate,

and the fourth equation is the Euler equation for capital. The price of capital qt appears in the

second term in (22) because the opportunity cost of raising the capacity utilization rate is the

value of depreciated capital at the margin. �t appears in the third term in (22) because the

household head can provide additional liquidity to investors by raising the capacity utilization

rate. �t appears in the right-hand side of (23) because capital is not only a production factor but

also a means of providing liquidity to investors. Capital is valued based on both of these services.

Equation (24) is the Euler equation for the bubbly asset, and this is the key equation in our

model. Two observations are worth noting. First, bubbles exist in period t, by which we mean

that the left-hand side of the equation, 1fzt=bg~pt, is strictly positive, only if there is a chance that

the bubbly assets in period t will be traded at a strictly positive value in the next period. In other

words, it is the resalability of bubbly assets in the future that justi�es their positive prices today.

Second, the parameter � is absent in the bubble�s Euler equation. Bubbly assets provide more

liquidity than capital, and with this advantage, savers may �nd the two assets indi¤erent at the

margin even though bubbly assets are intrinsically useless.
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Because 1fzt=bg ~mt = 1fzt=bgM holds in equilibrium,14 equation (19) can be rewritten as follows:

it =
[utrt + �qt (1� � (ut))]nt + ~pt1fzt=bgM

1� �qt
: (25)

The term ~pt1fzt=bgM is positive if and only if asset price bubbles exist (~pt1fzt=bg > 0). This is the

crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles. Namely, they provide liquidity to investors, through which

they increase gross investment. In the appendix, we discuss that equation (25) plays a crucial role

in determining whether bubbles are sustainable or not.

We can discuss the key insight of our paper now, i.e., the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles.

Substituting the budget constraint (20) forward, we derive an intertemporal budget constraint:

�ci0 + (1� �) cs0 + E0

" 1X
t=1

1

Rn;1 � � �Rn;t
�
�cit + (1� �) cst

�#
= (u0r0 + [1� � (u0)] q0 + ��0 [u0r0 + �q0 (1� � (u0))])n0 (26)

+(1� �)
 
w0l0 + E0

" 1X
t=1

1

Rn;1 � � �Rn;t
wtlt

#!

+�

 
�0~p01fz0=bgM + E0

" 1X
t=1

1

R1;t � � �Rn;t
�t~pt1fzt=bgM

#!
;

where Rn;t denotes the private return to capital, which is de�ned as

Rn;t �
utrt + (1� � (ut)) qt + ��t (utrt + �qt (1� � (ut)))

qt�1
:

The left-hand side of (26) is the present value of current and future consumption. The �rst term

in the right-hand side is the value of capital. The second term is the present value of current and

future labor income. Finally, the third term is the present value of current and future liquidity

services provided by bubbly assets. If this term is positive, it relaxes the budget constraint,

increasing consumption, decreasing labor supply (via wealth e¤ects), and hence leaving fewer

resources for investment. This is the crowding-out e¤ect of bubbles in our model.

Importantly, the third term has both current and future bubbles. Because current bubbles

appear in both (25) and (26), current bubbles have both the crowding-in e¤ect and the crowding-

out e¤ect. Their overall impact on investment and growth is therefore uncertain but is ultimately

14This is because the following relation holds:

1fzt=bg ~mt = 1fzt=bg
�
� ~mi

t + (1� �) ~ms
t + 1fzt�1=f;zt=bgM

�
= 1fzt=bg

�
1fzt�1=bgM + 1fzt�1=f;zt=bgM

�
= 1fzt=bgM:
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Parameter Value Calibration Target
� 0:99 Exogenously Chosen
� 1 Exogenously Chosen
� 0:33 Exogenously Chosen
� 0:33 Capital Share=0.33
� 0:06 Shi (2015)
�0 0:001 Frictionless Growth g4 = 1:02

�1u
1+� 0:065 Frictionless Depreciation � (u) = 0:05
� 2:67 Frictionless Hours l = 0:27
�Au� 0:49 Equilibrium Condition
u 1 Normalization

Table 1: Parameters and Calibration Targets

a quantitative question. Future bubbles are di¤erent; they appear only in (26), and therefore, they

have the crowding-out e¤ect alone. If bubbles are expected, they reduce investment and growth,

and this e¤ect exists in both the fundamental and bubbly regimes. We discuss this implication in

detail in the following sections.

4 Calibration

As discussed above, recurrent bubbles in our model have both the crowding-in and the crowding-

out e¤ects of realized bubbles as well as the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles. To quantify

their impact on growth and welfare, we turn to a quantitative analysis. Table 1 summarizes the

parameter values used in the rest of the paper. We set the discount factor at � = 0:99, the inverse

of the intertemporal elasticity of substitution at � = 1, the capital share at � = 0:33, and the

elasticity of �0 (ut) at � = 0:33; following Comin and Gertler (2006). The probability of having an

investment opportunity is set at � = 0:06; following Shi (2015).

The rest of the parameters are calibrated in the model. We assume that if the �nancial

constraints are su¢ ciently loose and therefore do not bind, the growth rate of the economy would

be 2% per annum, the hours worked would be 27% of the available time, and the depreciation rate

would be 5% per quarter along the balanced growth path. We then solve for the three parameters

�0, �1u1+� , and � jointly. We �nd the value of �Au� from the equilibrium condition. We set u = 1,

which is just a normalization.

One may �nd that the target depreciation rate (5% per quarter) is high, but remember that

this is the depreciation rate in an extreme situation in which the �nancial constraints never bind.

Previous studies in the literature assume that the �nancial constraints are relevant. If we follow

Kiyotaki and Moore (2019) and set them at � = � = 0:19 in our calibrated model, the implied

depreciation rate is 2.4% per quarter. However, we are agnostic about the values of � and � at

this point. We show comparative statics with respect to these parameters in the following section.
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5 Comparative Statics

In this section, we discuss the impact of bubbles on growth and then on welfare.

5.1 Growth in Fundamental Equilibrium

The blue line in Figure 1 shows how the �nancial frictions in�uence economic growth in a bubbleless

equilibrium. We assume that both productivity and preference shocks are constant at at = bt = 0

for all t in this exercise. We set � = � and display them along the horizontal axis. The left

side of the �gure therefore corresponds to a situation in which investors struggle to obtain funds.

We interpret it as an economy whose �nancial system is underdeveloped. By the same token, we

interpret that the right side of the �gure corresponds to an economy whose �nancial system is

developed. Although � = � is imposed in this section, our main results are robust to more general

situations.

For now, we focus on an equilibrium in which bubbly assets are never traded at a positive

price. We call it the fundamental equilibrium, because it is essentially the same as the economy

always being in the fundamental regime. The �at part of the line on the right part of the �gure

shows that economic growth is constant once the level of �nancial development reaches a certain

threshold. Beyond this point, the �nancial constraints do not bind. On the left part, the growth

rate is in�uenced by the level of �nancial development. Moreover, the relation is not only concave

but also non-monotonic. Interestingly, neither too underdeveloped nor too advanced �nancial

markets are bene�cial for growth, but growth is maximized in an intermediate stage of �nancial

development.

The source of concavity is explained as follows. The price of capital plays an important role.

As seen in the third panel in the right column of Figure 2, the price of capital is one in an economy

with a su¢ ciently developed �nancial system. Remember that capital is nothing but a production

factor there. However, if the �nancial system is less developed, the price of capital exceeds one.

This is so because capital is now a production factor as well as the source of liquidity. Because

the value of liquidity is high if it is limited, the price of capital is higher in an economy with a less

developed �nancial system.

This negative relation between the price of capital and the level of �nancial development has an

important consequence for investment. Remember that an investor can sell a fraction � of newly

produced capital at price q; she can borrow �� q units of goods with a unit of old capital used as
collateral; and she can resell a fraction � of the other households�equity at price q. In all of these

activities, the amount of liquidity an investor can obtain from a unit of capital is either � � q or
� � q, and therefore, the �nancial-friction parameters and the price of capital are multiplicative.
This means that a marginal increase in � or � delivers a sizable amount of liquidity to investors if q

is high, and this is why the gross investment is concave in the level of �nancial development (blue
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Figure 1: Financial Frictions and Economic Growth

line in the second row in the left column of Figure 2). And this concavity in the gross investment

naturally translates into the concavity in the growth rate of the economy observed in Figure 1.

The source of non-monotonicity is explained as follows. It is important to distinguish net

investment from gross. In our economy, capital depreciation depends on the capacity utilization

rate, which is high in an economy with an advanced �nancial system (blue line in the third panel in

the left column in Figure 2). This is because households care for the value of depreciated capital; if

it is cheap, they are less reluctant to raise the utilization rate because the opportunity cost is low.

Because the price of capital tends to be low in an economy with an advanced �nancial system, a

high utilization rate is chosen there, resulting in a high depreciation rate too. The depreciation

rate is slightly convex in the level of �nancial development because of the convexity of � (�). Taken
together, the growth-enhancing e¤ect of �nancial development diminishes (concave) and can even

be negative (non-monotonic) because its impact on gross investment is concave and its impact on

the depreciation rate is convex.

5.2 Growth with Stochastic Bubble

Now let us analyze the impact of bubbles on economic growth. We �rst look at the so-called

stochastic bubble. Let us assume that bubbles exist at the beginning of history, i.e., 1fz0=bg~p0 > 0.

This initial bubble, however, bursts with a positive probability, triggered by the regime switch.

After the bursting, there is no re-emergence of bubbles, even though the bubbly regime is revisited.
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Figure 2: Financial Frictions and Macroeconomic Variables
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This is one of the multiple equilibria in our model. Alternatively, we can think of it as a bubbly

equilibrium in an economy in which the fundamental regime is an absorbing state (�f = 0).

They are isomorphic. This kind of bubble, bursting stochastically after which the economy is

permanently bubbleless, is studied in the pioneering work of Weil (1987).

We assume that the probability of the bursting is 1.5% per quarter, meaning that the expected

duration of the bubble is about 16.5 years. This duration is not unusual in the literature; for

example, Hirano and Yanagawa (2017) analyze stochastic bubbles with an average duration varying

from 12.5 to 100 years. Arguably long duration has been assumed in the literature because bubbles

are not supported as an equilibrium outcome if they are too short-lived. The intuition is simple;

no one buys bubbles if one knows that collapse is just around the corner. Instead, buyers must

believe that bubbles are reasonably durable, and it is ultimately these buyers�beliefs that we

model as the probability of the bursting.

The green diamonds and asterisks in Figure 1 show the growth rate of capital, gt = Kt+1=Kt,

realized in the stochastic-bubble equilibrium. There are two plots because it is regime-dependent.

The bubbly equilibrium does not exist if the level of �nancial development is su¢ ciently high. The

vertical line in the �gure shows the threshold value for the existence of bubbles (� � 0:23).
Figure 1 shows that capital accumulation is generally faster in the initial bubbly regime than

after the bursting. Economic growth is the same; it is generally faster in the initial bubbly

regime than after the bursting too, because in the current environment, the speed of capital

accumulation and the speed of economic growth are identical except for the period in which

the regime switch occurs. The intertemporal substitution, or the inter-regime substitution more

precisely, is important. As shown in the second row in Figure 2, households work harder and

invest more in the bubbly regime than in the fundamental one. The bubbly regime is a favorable

time for investment, and households, recognizing it, optimally allocate both time and resources

not only across time but also across regimes. This is the crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles.15

The inter-regime substitution can cause a severe recession when the bubble bursts. Suppose

that the bubble collapses in period T > 0. GDP growth in period T is given by

YT
YT�1

=
YT=KT

YT�1=KT�1

KT

KT�1
=
Ŷf

Ŷb
gb;

where Ŷf and Ŷb are the level of output relative to capital stock in the fundamental and the bubbly

regime, respectively, and they are plotted in the �rst row in the left column in Figure 2. gb is the

growth rate of capital in the bubbly regime, plotted in Figure 1. Because Ŷb is larger than Ŷf ,

GDP growth can plunge when the bubble bursts. This is the short-run impact of the bursting

bubble on GDP growth. It is clear from Figure 2 that the short-run impact is larger in an economy

15As we discuss in the previous section, there is a crowding-out e¤ect of realized bubbles too. The fact that the
growth rate in the initial bubbly regime is generally higher than the growth rate after the bursting means that the
crowding-in e¤ect of the stochastic bubble generally dominates the crowding-out e¤ect of the stochastic bubble.
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with an underdeveloped �nancial system.

The fourth row in the left column in Figure 2 plots the size of the bubble relative to capital

stock, i.e., mt � ~pt1fzt=bgM=Kt. It is regime-dependent, satisfying mf = 0 and mb > 0. The size

of the stochastic bubble is larger in an economy with an underdeveloped �nancial system. When

we compare mb to the output level Ŷb plotted in the �rst row in the left column, we see that the

size of the bubble even exceeds annual GDP (� 4 � Ŷb) if the level of �nancial development is
extremely low. The fourth row in the right column plots the stock market value relative to capital

stock. Our de�nition of the stock market value is the total (tradable) asset value in the market:

stockt � qtne;t+1 + ~pt1fzt=bgM:

We assume that ne;0 = �K0 holds in period 0. Then, ne;t+1 = �Kt+1 holds for t � 0.16 We see in the
�gure that the stock market value is larger in the bubbly regime than in the fundamental regime.

This means that the stock market value drops when the bubble bursts. This is an important

observation for our empirical investigation discussed later.

5.3 Growth with Recurrent Bubble

To analyze recurrent bubbles, we assume that the probabilities of regime switches are 1.5% per

quarter in both directions, but the results are robust to other probabilities. Furthermore, we

require the price of bubbly assets to always be positive whenever they exist (~pt > 0 if zt = b). We

call this equilibrium the recurrent-bubble equilibrium. As in the stochastic-bubble equilibrium,

the recurrent-bubble equilibrium exists only if the level of �nancial development is relatively low,

and the growth rate of capital and the GDP growth are identical except for the period in which

the regime switch occurs.

The red circles and crosses in Figure 1 show the regime-dependent capital growth in the

recurrent-bubble equilibrium. Clearly, economic growth in the bubbly regime (red circle) is faster

than that in the fundamental regime (red cross). This inter-regime growth di¤erential is the

result of the crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles we discussed in the previous section. When

we compare the growth rates across equilibria, we see that growth rates in the recurrent-bubble

equilibrium are generally lower than those in the stochastic-bubble equilibrium, conditional on

being in the same regime (red circle versus green diamond for the bubbly regime, and red cross

versus green asterisk for the fundamental regime). This inter-equilibrium growth di¤erential is the

result of the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles, which we will discuss momentarily.

In the recurrent-bubble equilibrium, growth stagnation occurs. Namely, the economic growth in

the fundamental regime (red cross) is consistently lower than that in the fundamental equilibrium

(blue line). This result is interesting for at least two reasons. First, the di¤erence is observed even

16If qt > 1 holds for all t � 0, issuet = �it holds for all t � 0. If qt = 1 holds, any level of equity issuance between
0 and �it is optimal for investors. We assume that they choose issuet = �it.
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though the environments are objectively identical; in both cases, no asset price bubbles exist at the

time of the comparison. Second, we do not see this property for the stochastic-bubble equilibrium

(green asterisks are on top of the blue line).

Growth stagnation occurs because of the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles. As we see

in Figure 2, people consume more, work less (spend more time on leisure), and invest less in

the fundamental regime of the recurrent-bubble equilibrium than in the fundamental equilibrium.

They understand that future bubbles will make them richer, and this expectation makes people

lazy now, loosely speaking. The capacity utilization rate reduces net investment too. Namely,

as shown in Figure 2, the price of capital is low if people expect bubbles to emerge in the future

because bubbles provide liquidity to the economy, diluting the value of capital as a source of

liquidity. The low price of capital leads to a high capacity utilization rate, slowing down the speed

of capital accumulation as well as economic growth.

Growth stagnation has an important implication for long-run (unconditional) growth. The red

triangles in Figure 1 show the long-run capital growth in the recurrent-bubble equilibrium, which is

identical to the long-run economic growth in the same equilibrium.17 In economies with relatively

developed �nancial systems, the long-run growth in the recurrent-bubble equilibrium (red triangle)

can be slower than the long-run growth in the fundamental equilibrium (blue line). This result is

a consequence of the growth stagnation. Note that in the stochastic-bubble equilibrium, the long-

run growth calculated in the same manner is identical to the long-run growth in the fundamental

equilibrium.

In economies with underdeveloped �nancial systems, however, the long-run growth in the

recurrent-bubble equilibrium can be higher than the long-run growth in the fundamental equilib-

rium. But the growth in the recurrent-bubble equilibrium is bumpy, disrupted by the occasional

bursting of bubbles. This result is reminiscent of Ranciere, Tornell, and Westermann (2008), who

document that countries that have experienced occasional �nancial crises have grown faster on

average. Our model is consistent with their �ndings if we interpret the bursting of bubbles as

a �nancial crisis as in Kindleberger (2001), at least for economies with underdeveloped �nancial

systems. However, for economies with advanced �nancial systems, our model provides a di¤erent

prediction; in such an economy, recurrent bubbles are harmful to economic growth in the long run.

5.4 Welfare Analysis

So far, we have discussed the growth impact of bubbles. But high growth in the bubbly equilibrium

does not necessarily mean high welfare in the same equilibrium for at least two reasons. First, we

17It is given by

�g = g

�b
�f+�b

fr g

�f
�f+�b

br

where gb and gf denote capital growth in the bubbly and fundamental regimes, respectively. The short-run impacts
of the emergence and the collapse of bubbles on GDP growth perfectly o¤set each other because they are symmetric.
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have to consider other variables a¤ecting utility, speci�cally, leisure and consumption. Second, we

have to factor in the welfare cost of the increased volatility. Remember that not only the speed

of capital accumulation but also both hours worked and consumption relative to capital stock are

a¤ected by regime switches. The welfare impact of bubbles has to be judged with these factors

taken into account.

For this purpose, we de�ne the welfare measure from the utility function. First, we rewrite the

utility function (3) in the recursive form:

Vt = (1� �) flog [ct] + (1� �) � log [1� lt]g+ �Et [Vt+1] :

Here, ct is the common consumption level across members of the household (ct � cit = cst), which
is an implication of the log utility. We keep assuming that at = bt = 0 for all t in this section.

Because both the continuation utility value Vt and the consumption level ct have trends, we detrend

them and rewrite the equation as follows:

V̂t = (1� �) flog [ĉt] + (1� �) � log [1� lt]g+ � log [gt] + �Et
h
V̂t+1

i
; (27)

where V̂t and ĉt are de�ned as V̂t � Vt� logKt and ĉt � ct=Kt respectively, and gt is capital growth

gt = Kt+1=Kt. V̂t is our welfare measure.18

The solid blue line in Figure 3 plots the welfare level in the fundamental equilibrium. Without

loss of generality, we subtract the welfare level in an economy with su¢ ciently loose �nancial

constraints. The solid blue line in Figure 3 resembles the solid blue line in Figure 1, which suggests

the importance of economic growth as a determinant of welfare. We con�rm this observation using

a factor decomposition. Namely, we vary the detrended level of consumption, hours worked, and

economic growth one by one, while keeping the other two variables constant at their values observed

in an economy with su¢ ciently loose �nancial constraints. We plot the welfare in each of these

exercises in red squares (consumption contribution), stars (leisure contribution), and diamonds

(growth contribution), respectively. If they are added up vertically, we recover total welfare. The

consumption contribution monotonically increases with the level of �nancial development, but the

leisure contribution decreases with it. This is because people not only consume more but also

work longer in an economy with a developed �nancial system, as shown in Figure 2. With these

two margins o¤setting each other, economic growth emerges as the crucial factor for welfare.

Figure 4 plots the welfare levels in the recurrent-bubble equilibrium. We calculate the regime-

18We borrow this welfare concept in a non-stationary setup from Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2005).
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Figure 3: Financial Frictions and Welfare in Fundamental Equilibrium

dependent welfare levels by solving the following equations: 
V̂fr

V̂br

!
=

 
(1� �) flog [ĉfr] + (1� �) � log [1� lfr]g+ � log [gfr]
(1� �) flog [ĉbr] + (1� �) � log [1� lbr]g+ � log [gbr]

!

+

 
1� �f �f

�b 1� �b

! 
�V̂fr

�V̂br

!
;

where the subscripts fr and br denote the fundamental and bubbly regimes, respectively. We also

calculate the unconditional welfare level in the recurrent-bubble equilibirum by

V̂be �
�b

�b + �f
V̂fr +

�f
�b + �f

V̂br: (28)

They are shown in red triangles (V̂be), crosses (V̂fr), and circles (V̂br) in Figure 4. The relative

positions of the red triangles and the solid blue line are similar in Figure 1 and Figure 4. Speci�-

cally, the red triangles are above the blue line in the leftmost part in both �gures, meaning that

for economies with underdeveloped �nancial systems, recurrent bubbles are not only growth en-

hancing but also welfare improving in the long run. Although bubbles make the economy more

volatile, the welfare loss from this channel is minor compared to the welfare gain from the boosted

long-run growth. In contrast, recurrent bubbles reduce welfare in the long run if the economy has

a relatively developed �nancial system. This is not surprising because bubbles reduce long run
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Figure 4: Financial Frictions and Welfare in Bubbly Equilibrium

growth and increase the volatility in such an economy.

In contrast, the distance between the outcomes in the bubbly regime (red circles) and in

the fundamental regime (crosses) is di¤erent between Figure 1 and Figure 4. Speci�cally, this

distance is compressed in Figure 4 compared to Figure 1. Expectations are crucial for this result.

The bubbly-regime welfare is relatively low, even though growth in the same regime is relatively

high, because people anticipate that the bubble will eventually collapse. Similarly, people are not

depressed in the fundamental regime despite the poor growth performance in the same regime

because they expect that bubbles will emerge in the future again.

Figure 4 also shows the regime-dependent welfare levels in the stochastic-bubble equilibrium.

The bubbly-regime welfare in this equilibrium (green diamond) is higher than the bubbly-regime

welfare in the recurrent-bubble equilibrium (red circle). This result is interesting because the

stochastic-bubble equilibrium has fewer bubbly episodes (only once) than the recurrent-bubble

equilibrium. But remember that although realized bubbles provide extra liquidity, the expectation

about future bubbles crowds out investment in both the fundamental and the bubbly regimes. The

bubbly-regime welfare in the stochastic-bubble equilibrium is particularly high because it is in the

special situation in which the crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles exists but the crowding-out

e¤ect of future bubbles does not. This is a formalization of our claim in the introduction that the

analysis with the stochastic bubble emphasizes the upside of bubbles (the crowding-in e¤ect of

realized bubbles) disproportionately but it abstracts away from the downside (the crowding-out
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Figure 5: Frequency of Bubbles and Welfare

e¤ect) coming from future bubbles.

The tradeo¤ between the crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles and the crowding-out e¤ect of

future bubbles becomes even more transparent by analyzing the welfare impact of high-frequency

bubbles.19 Speci�cally, we change �f while keeping the other parameters, including �b, con-

stant. Hence, bubbles emerge at di¤erent frequencies across simulations in the otherwise identical

economies. Importantly, the expected duration of each bubbly episode is constant. Results are

shown in Figure 5, where we plot the welfare gain of having high- or low-frequency bubbles relative

to the benchmark calibration �f = 1:5%. Namely, we plot V̂be (�f )�V̂be (1:5%) where V̂be (�f ) is the
unconditional welfare level in the recurrent-bubble equilibrium de�ned by (28). Blue signs show

the welfare gains of high-frequency bubbles (�f > 1:5%), and pink signs show the welfare gains

of low-frequency bubbles (�f < 1:5%). The red line shows their counterpart of the benchmark

calibration (�f = 1:5%) which is trivially zero.

We see a shape like a �ounder. Its tail �n is almost below the red line, creating a parameter

region in which both blue and pink signs are negative. For this parameter region, neither high- nor

low-frequency bubbles are preferred to the benchmark calibration of �f = 1:5%. Moreover, the

fact that its belly is blue (high-frequency bubbles) and its back is pink (low-frequency bubbles)

implies that the optimal (welfare-maximizing) frequency of bubbles decreases with the level of

�nancial development. The intuition is simply put. If the economy�s �nancial system is severely

19The authors thank Jean Tirole for the discussion that leads us to this exercise.
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underdeveloped, high-frequency bubbles are preferred because they can mitigate the liquidity

shortage, which is the major growth bottleneck in such an economy. But as the �nancial market

gradually develops, lower-frequency bubbles start to be preferred because the liquidity shortage

becomes a less urgent issue. Instead, the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles emerges as a new

problem. The crowding-out e¤ect gets weaker as bubbles become less frequent because households

count on bubbles less if they are unlikely to occur.

6 Taking the Model to the Data

In this section, we revisit the economic performance of the U.S. through the lens of the model.

Speci�cally, we use quarterly U.S. data on the GDP growth and the stock market-to-GDP ratio

for the period 1984.Q1 - 2017.Q4 to estimate the likelihood of bubbles as well as the paths of

productivity and preference shocks in our model (see the appendix for a detailed explanation of

the data). We choose these observables because our model has sharp predictions about them.

That is, not only GDP growth is high but also the stock market booms when bubbles exist, as we

discussed in the previous section.

Figure 6 shows the observables. From the 10-year rolling-window average (red line), it is clear

that GDP growth contains a slow moving and declining component, going from 0.7% (2.8 % in

annual terms) in the 1990s, to 0.87% (3.5 %) in 2005, to less than 0.4% (1.6 %) after the Great

Recession. In contrast, the stock market-to-GDP ratio shows three boom episodes: before Black

Monday in 1987, the IT bubble in the 1990s, and the late 2000s.20 Our identi�cation strategy

exploits this connection between growth and the stock market valuation to uncover the presence

of bubbles in the data. For example, during the years leading up to the Great Recession, GDP

growth was high, averaging 3% per year (black circles in Figure 6), and the stock market-to-GDP

ratio expanded aggressively, peaking in 2007 (about 44 percantage points higher than its value at

the beginning of the 2002-2007 expansionary cycle). We observe the opposite during the post-crisis

years; lackluster growth of 1.6% (black diamonds) and a sharp contraction in the stock market,

dropping more than 55% and reaching its lowest level in the sample. These observations suggest

that the economy was in the bubbly regime before 2007; the 2008 crash followed; and since then,

the economy has been in the fundamental regime. But this is one potential interpretation. In an

alternative interpretation of the data, the boom and bust episodes have nothing to do with bubbles

but are driven by real factors, more precisely, productivity and preference shocks. Therefore, the

estimation exercise is informative, because it tells us the likeliest scenario in light of the data.

We estimate the model using Bayesian methods (Fernandez-Villaverde, Rubio-Ramirez, and

Schorfheide (2016)) and a nonlinear �lter (Kim and Nelson (1999)). We assume that the econ-

omy is in the bubbly equilibrium (see the appendix for details on the solution and estimation of

20Stock market-to-GDP ratio is de-trended.
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Figure 6: GDP Growth and Stock Market-GDP Ratio in Data

the model).21 We impose that the productivity- and preference-shock follow an AR(1) process,

and estimate the persistence, �i, and standard deviation, SDi, of these stochastic processes

(i ={productivity (a), preference (b)}). We impose standard beta and inverse-gamma priors

for these parameters (see Fernandez-Villaverde, Guerron-Quintana, and Rubio-Ramirez (2015)

for priors on persistence parameters and Fernandez-Villaverde, Rubio-Ramirez, and Schorfheide

(2016) for priors on volatility parameters). Except for � and �, all parameter values are those

calibrated and reported in Table 1. Recall that we treated them as free parameters in the previous

sections, since our objective there was to inspect the model�s mechanisms. In this section, we

choose � = � = 0:19, which is in line with Kiyotaki and Moore (2019).

Figure 7 shows that the two shocks cause di¤erent dynamics on the observables.22 As shown

in blue lines, a positive productivity shock (a rise in at) raises GDP growth temporarily but has a

mild impact on the stock market-to-GDP ratio because it raises both GDP and the stock market

simultaneously. As shown in red lines, a positive preference shock (a rise in bt) raises the stock

21Our model falls within the class of MS-DSGE models discussed in Farmer, Waggoner, and Zha (2009). We �nd
a minimum-state-variable equilibrium. The absence of endogenous state variables greatly simpli�es the solution
method, as otherwise we would have to rely on the methods in Farmer, Waggoner, and Zha (2011).
22We set (�a; �b) = (0:9; 0:5) and (SDa; SDb) = (0:01; 0:08), which are roughly our estimated values. Responses

to one standard-deviation innovations to structural shocks are plotted. Results are qualitatively robust to other
parameter values.
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Figure 7: Impulse Response Functions

market-to-GDP ratio by making people e¤ectively patient.23 As such, this shock increases invest-

ment, leading to a mildly high GDP growth in subsequent periods. Impulse response functions

are modestly regime-dependent. The appendix has more detailed discussion.

As explained above, the bubbly regime in our model is characterized by both higher stock

market-to-GDP ratio and higher economic growth. This prediction is qualitatively robust. Once

calibrated, the model has quantitative predictions for the means of those variables in each regime

too. However, these predictions may not match their �data counterparts,� by which we mean

the true regime-dependent means of GDP growth and the stock market-to-GDP ratio that would

be calculated if we perfectly knew when bubbles existed in the economy. Moreover, we do not

want to use them as calibration targets, because that exercise needs to take a priori stance on

the timing of the regime switch before estimating it. To workaround this issue, we propose the

following procedure. When we estimate the regimes, we also estimate the average capital growth

(a key determinant of economic growth) in the data if in the fundamental regime, �g;f , as the sum

of the model�s implied capital growth in the fundamental regime, �mg;f , and an o¤seting constant,

��g;f (�g;f = �
m
g;f + ��g;f). Here, the constant makes up for the di¤erence between the model and

the data. A similar strategy is imposed on capital growth in the bubbly regime and stock market-

to-GDP ratio in the two regimes. It is worth stressing that our �ndings are robust to alternative

23Remember that the preference shock is mean reverting. Hence, after the shock, households end up putting
large weights to the utility �ows in the distant future relative to those in the near future.
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Parameter Prior Posterior
�g;f N(0:5; 0:1) 0:65

[0:56;0:75]

�stock=GDP;f N(0:0; 1) �1:67
[�2:95;�0:45]

�g;b N(0:75; 0:1) 0:78
[0:63;0:93]

�stock=GDP;b N(10; 1) 10:25
[8:81;11:87]

�b B(0:15; 0:05) 0:50
[0:40;0:58]

SDb IG(6; 1) 0:08
[0:07;0:09]

�a B(0:75; 0:05) 0:89
[0:85;0:92]

SDa IG(6; 1) 0:01
[0:01;0:02]

Table 2: Estimated Parameters

calibration and identi�cation strategies such as 1) using � and � to match the means of GDP

growth and the credit-to-GDP ratio in and out of the Great Recession with the caveat that we

impose the dates when bubbles exist a priori; 2) a longer sample; 3) using GDP growth and credit

market data as observables; 4) a third regime featuring high growth and high credit-to-GDP ratio

driven by non-bubble forces; and 5) GDP growth and the consumption-to-investment ratio as

observables (for details, see the appendix and a previous working paper version).

We use normal priors for the means of capital growth and stock market-to-GDP ratio in the fun-

damental and bubbly regimes, f�g;f ; �stock=GDP;f ; �g;b; �stock=GDP;bg, respectively. Table 2 presents
both the priors and posteriors (mode and 90% credible bands) from the estimation. The priors

and posteriors are di¤erent, which points to the informativeness of the data. Importantly, the pos-

terior modes indicate that both capital growth and stock market-to-GDP ratio are higher during

the bubbly regime than during the fundamental regime. For example, the average capital growth

is estimated to be about 52 basis points higher in annual terms in the presence of bubbles than

in periods without them. In terms of the structural shocks, the preference disturbance is volatile

but lacks persistence, while the productivity shock is relatively persistent and stable.24 Interest-

ingly, the estimated persistence of productivity is lower than the typical number in the literature

(� 0:95), which is a consequence of the persistence introduced by the endogenous productivity

and the regime switching.

6.1 Results

Figure 8 presents the estimated probability of the bubbly regime. The economy spent most of

the time in the fundamental regime before 1997, with a brief exception prior to 1987, which

was abruptly terminated by Black Monday. Therefore, relatively strong growth during the �rst

24We tried alternative means and standard deviations for the priors. Our results are robust to these variations.
This should not be surprising given how tightly estimated the parameters are.
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10 years or so of the sample was mainly driven by real shocks plotted in Figure 9. This result

is not surprising given the moderate stock market-to-GDP ratio observed in the data in this

period. During the second half of the 1990s, a combination of positive productivity shocks and

the emergence of the bubble raises both GDP growth and the stock market value. This bubble,

according to our model, started around 1997 and ended in the second quarter of 2001. Because of

this timing, we call it the �IT bubble.�25

After the IT bubble crash, the probability of the bubbly regime rose up again in 2006, raising

both GDP growth and the stock market. By mid 2006, the probability exceeded 50%, and between

2007 and mid 2008, it came close to 100%. We call it the �housing bubble�because of its timing.

Importantly, robust growth in this period is mainly driven by the bubble; notice that productivity

shocks are unfavorable in this period. This is di¤erent from the economic boom in the mid 1990s,

which was driven by favorable real shocks. The Great Recession was caused by the collapse of

the housing bubble and highly unfavorable real shocks. We suspect that the particularly adverse

preference innovation in this period re�ects the dramatic decline in asset liquidity in the data,

which we do not model in this paper.26

The return to the fundamental regime mixed with adverse productivity shocks explains the

lackluster performance of the U.S. economy during the last decade. In the �nal part of the sample,

our approach assigns some probability that the economy experienced a new and short-lived bubble.

In the data, growth was relatively strong in 2014, and so was the stock market, in the midst of

ultra-loose monetary policies around the world. But the evidence is not strong enough to determine

with certainty that a bubble was present. According to our model, the chance was less than 50%.

Interestingly, the timing of the regime switches in our model does not resemble estimates in

other regime-switching models advanced in the literature. For example, Sims and Zha (2006)

�t U.S. data to a regime-switching VAR with drifting coe¢ cients and variances. They report

the existence of four distinct regimes: the Greenspan state prevailing during the 1990s and early

2000s; the second most common regime emerges in the early 1960s and parts of the 1970s; the last

two regimes correspond to sporadic events such as 9/11. Our estimates are not similar to those

estimated to account for the Great Moderation, with a high volatility regime prior to 1984 and a

calmer one post-1984 (Stock and Watson (2002)). Finally, our estimates bear little resemblance

to recession regimes (Chauvet and Piger (2008)). See Hamilton (2016) for an extensive review of

regime switching in macroeconomics.

How important were these bubbles? We answer this question by two counterfactual simulations.

The �rst one is the �no-bubble-by-chance� simulation, in which the probability of the economy

being in the bubbly regime was arti�cially set at zero. In this scenario, the economy is still in

the recurrent-bubble equilibrium; it is only the realization of the regime that we change. The red

25Strictly speaking, our one-sector model has no reason to connect this bubble to the information-technology
sector. We nonetheless use this term for convenience. The same applies to the �housing bubble.�
26See Guerron-Quintana and Jinnai (2019) for a discussion on the role of liquidity on the Great Recession.
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Figure 9: Estimated Preference and Productivity Shocks
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dashed line in Figure 10 shows the trend of log GDP under this counterfactual scenario.27 The

blue solid line shows the GDP trend in the benchmark scenario. It is clear from this exercise that

the bubble has both the short-run and the middle-run impacts to the economy. The short-run

impact is the economic boom directly caused by the realized bubble, i.e., a �plateau�made by the

blue solid line and the red dashed line in the middle of each panel. This short-run boom is the

result of the inter-regime substitution discussed in the previous section. According to our esimate,

the short-run bene�t is already sizable; about 6 to 7 percentage point more goods and services

were produced during the short-run booms.

The medium-run impact is subtle but important too. Notice that the blue solid line is higher

than the red dashed line even after the bubble is gone. This is because the blue solid line and the

red dashed line are not exactly parallel when bubbles exist, but the blue solid line has a steeper

slope when they do. This is a graphical con�rmation that capital growth is higher in the bubbly

regime than in the fundamental regime as shown in Figure 1. As for the IT bubble, the GDP trend

is about 1.2 percentage point higher in the baseline scenario in the years after the bubble burst. As

for the housing bubble, it is about 60 basis points. Combined, the two bubbles permanently raised

the level of the U.S. GDP by about 2 percentage points than in the scenario in which bubbles did

not materialize by chance.

Our second exercise is �no-chance-of-bubble�simulation, by which we mean that the economy

is in the fundamental equilibrium. Hence, bubbles neither realized nor were expected to do so.

The trend line under this scenario correspond to the black dotted line in Figure 10. Clearly, the

economy would have grown at the fastest pace in this scenario. This is because of the absence

of the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles; had people not expected bubbles to emerge, they

would have consumed less, worked more, and invested more, all of which would have contributed

to higher growth. So our model suggests that realized bubbles are better than no realization, but

if we could move to a di¤erent equilibrium in which bubbles are not expected by economic agents,

that would be better.

7 Conclusions

We examine implications of a regime-switching recurrent bubble model with endogenous growth.

Unlike the previous work in the literature (Kocherlakota (2009), Farhi and Tirole (2012), Martin

and Ventura (2012), and Hirano and Yanagawa (2017)), our model has in�nitely-lived households,

and they experience not only the complete crash of existing bubbles but also the emergence of asset

bubbles attached to new vintage of bubbly assets. We �nd a novel crowding-out e¤ect of asset

bubbles; that is, expectations about the emergence of future bubbles increase both consumption

27It is normalized to 0 in 1997 in the upper panel and in 2005 in the lower panel. To facilitate the comparison
across simulations, we shut down the structural shocks. Its impact to the result is minor because responses to
structural shocks are only mildly regime-dependent (see Figure 7).
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Figure 10: Counterfactual Scenarios

and leisure, decrease both investment and labor supply, and hence slow down economic growth.

This type of crowding-out e¤ect is not emphasized in the literature. We �nd that both welfare

and growth implications of asset bubbles depend on a balance between the crowding-in e¤ect of

realized bubbles and the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles, which in turn depends on the level

of �nancial development and the frequency of recurrent bubbles.

Regarding policy implications, our analysis suggests that leaning against the bubble policy

may be recommended to economies whose �nancial market is developed.28 This is because such

an economy will not bene�t from the crowding-in e¤ect of realized bubbles much, but should

worry more about the crowding-out e¤ect of future bubbles. Complete elimination of bubbles

might not be easy in practice, but if the frequency of bubbles can be reduced, that would already

be a step in the right direction our model suggests. On the other hand, if the �nancial market

is underdeveloped, leaning with bubble policy might promote growth and welfare. Increasing the

frequency of bubbles might not be a bad idea either. But it needs caution, because the welfare-

maximizing frequency of bubbles is country speci�c.

We examine U.S. economic growth performance through the lens of our recurrent-bubble model.

We �nd that booms in the mid 1990s and the mid 2000s were driven by distinct forces; the

former was driven by improvement in exogenous productivity, while the latter was driven by the

28See Gali (2014), Hirano, Inaba, and Yanagawa (2015), and Allen, Barlevy, and Gale (2017) for a discussion of
asset price bubbles and government policy.
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emergence of an asset price bubble. The lackluster recovery from the Great Recession was due to

a combination of the bursting of the asset price bubble and unlucky draws of exogenous shocks. A

counterfactual simulation reveals that both the IT and housing bubbles lifted GDP signi�cantly.

But another counterfactual simulation reveals that U.S. economic growth performance would be

better in the hypothetical, but theoretically possible, equilibrium in which bubbles never arise

nor are expected. So actual realization of a bubble is better than no realization by chance. But

an even better scenario is that the U.S. economy moves to another equilibrium in which bubbles

never arise in the future and people recognize this.
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8 Appendix

NOT FOR PUBLICATION

8.1 Model Summary

8.1.1 Fundamental Equilibrium With Loose Financial Constraints

When �nancial constraints are su¢ ciently loose, the equilibrium conditions are summarized as

follows:

Yt = �Aeatu�tKt ((1� �) lt)1�� ;�
cit
���

= (cst)
�� (1� lt)�(1��) ;

�
cst

1� lt
= wt;

�0 (ut) = rt;

1 = Et

�
�

ebt+1�bt

�
cit
cit+1

��
(ut+1rt+1 + 1� � (ut+1))

�
;

rt = �
Yt
utKt

;

wt = (1� �)
Yt

(1� �) lt
;

and

�cit + (1� �) cst +Kt+1 � (1� � (ut))Kt = Yt:

Detrending variables by Kt, we obtain

Ŷt = �Aeatu�t ((1� �) lt)
1�� ;

�
ĉit
���

= (ĉst)
�� (1� lt)�(1��) ;

�
ĉst

1� lt
= ŵt;

�0 (ut) = rt;

1 = Et

�
�

ebt+1�bt

�
ĉit
ĉit+1

1

gt

��
(ut+1rt+1 + 1� � (ut+1))

�
;

rt = �
Ŷt
ut
;

ŵt = (1� �)
Ŷt

(1� �) lt
;
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and

�ĉit + (1� �) ĉst + gt � (1� � (ut)) = Ŷt

where variables with a hat denote the original variables divided by Kt, for example, Ŷt � Yt=Kt,

and gt is capital growth de�ned as gt � Kt+1=Kt.

8.1.2 Fundamental Equilibrium With Tight Financial Constraints

Suppose that the �nancial constraints are su¢ ciently tight that they are always binding. In

addition, suppose that the economy is in the fundamental equilibrium. The equilibrium conditions

are summarized as follows:

Yt = �Aeatu�tKt ((1� �) lt)1�� ;�
cit
���

= (cst)
�� (1� lt)�(1��) ;

�
cst

1� lt
= wt;

rt � �0 (ut) qt + ��t (rt � �qt�0 (ut)) = 0;

qt = Et

�
�

ebt+1�bt

�
cit
cit+1

��
(ut+1rt+1 + (1� � (ut+1)) qt+1 + ��t+1 (ut+1rt+1 + �qt+1 (1� � (ut+1))))

�
;

rt = �
Yt
utKt

;

wt = (1� �)
Yt

(1� �) lt
;

Yt = �c
i
t + (1� �) cst + �

[utrt + �qt (1� � (ut))]Kt

1� �qt
;

and

Kt+1 = (1� � (ut))Kt + �
[utrt + �qt (1� � (ut))]Kt

1� �qt
:

Detrending variables by Kt, we obtain

Ŷt = �Aeatu�t ((1� �) lt)
1�� ;

�
ĉit
���

= (ĉst)
�� (1� lt)�(1��) ;

�
ĉst

1� lt
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rt � �0 (ut) qt + ��t (rt � �qt�0 (ut)) = 0;

qt = Et
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rt = �
Ŷt
ut
;

ŵt = (1� �)
Ŷt

(1� �) lt
;

Ŷt = �ĉ
i
t + (1� �) ĉst + �

utrt + �qt (1� � (ut))
1� �qt

;

and

gt = 1� � (ut) + �
utrt + �qt (1� � (ut))

1� �qt
:

8.1.3 Recurrent-Bubble Equilibrium

Suppose that the economy is in the recurrent-bubble equilibrium. The equilibrium conditions are

summarized as follows:

Yt = �Aeatu�tKt ((1� �) lt)1�� ;�
cit
���

= (cst)
�� (1� lt)�(1��) ;

�
cst

1� lt
= wt;
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1� �qt
;

and

�t =
qt � 1
1� �qt

:

Detrending variables by Kt, we obtain
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1�� ;
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where mt � ~pt1fzt=bgM=Kt: It is important that the system of equations summarized above

does not have endogenous state variables. The endogenous variables are therefore determined by

exogenous state variables fzt; at; btg.
It is convenient to make the regime-dependence explicit:

Ŷf;t = �Aeat (uf;t)
� ((1� �) lf;t)1�� ; (29)

Ŷb;t = �Aeat (ub;t)
� ((1� �) lb;t)1�� ; (30)�

ĉif;t
���
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�
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���
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= ŵb;t; (34)

rf;t � �0 (uf;t) qf;t + ��f;t (rf;t � �qf;t�0 (uf;t)) = 0; (35)

rb;t � �0 (ub;t) qb;t + ��b;t (rb;t � �qb;t�0 (ub;t)) = 0; (36)
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�f;t =
qf;t � 1
1� �qf;t

; (49)

and

�b;t =
qb;t � 1
1� �qb;t

(50)

where subscripts f and b denote realizations of the variables in fundamental and bubble regimes,

respectively; for instance, Ŷf;t is the realization of Ŷt in the fundamental regime. The regime-

dependent steady states are obtained as the solutions of the system of non-linear equations (29)

to (50) under the assumption that both at and bt are constant at zero. To capture the e¤ects of

at and bt, we linearize the equations (29) to (50) around the regime-dependent steady states and

obtain the impulse response functions.

8.2 Existence Condition

As we discussed in the paper, bubbly equilibrium may or may not exist depending on the tightness

of �nancial constraints. In this section, we highlight other elements that may a¤ect the existence

of bubbly equilibrium.

To simplify the analysis, let us assume for a moment that the economy is always in the bubbly

regime. Let us assume that at = bt = 0 for all t too. Under these assumptions, equation (25) is

rewritten as follows:

m = {̂(1� �q)� ur � �q(1� � (u)) (51)

where m and {̂ are steady state values of mt = ~ptM=Kt and {̂t = it=Kt respectively. The �rst term

in the right-hand side is the down payment each investor need to pay to conduct investment {̂.

The second term is the rental rate of capital, and the third term is the amount of liquidity the

investor can obtain from undepreciated old capital. Therefore, this equation says that bubbles

exist (~pt > 0, or the left-hand side is positive) if and only if the amount of liquidity an investor can

withdraw from capital is less than the amount of liquidity investors need to undertake investment.

To convey more intuition, let�s assume that utilization is 1 and there is full depreciation. Under

these assumptions, equation (51) is rewritten as

m =
g

�
(1� �q)� r: (52)

�{̂ = g holds because of full depreciation, where g is the steady state value of gt = Kt+1=Kt, which

is identical to growth rate of the economy in the current setup. Bubbles are valued when the rental

rate of capital is su¢ ciently low. This implication is in line with the previous work on bubbles. If

we further assume that � is equal to � = 0 (equity �nance is impossible) and � is equal to � = 1

(everyone can invest), the �rst term in the right-hand side collapses to g, and g > r is the familiar

dynamic ine¢ ciency condition for the existence of bubbles in OLG models.
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If � is strictly positive, investors can issue equity to some extent. By making the �rst term in

the right-hand side smaller, a larger value of � makes it more di¢ cult to support bubbles. This

implication is also in line with previous work; e.g., Tirole (1982) shows that bubbles cannot arise

in in�nite horizon economies in which agents can borrow and lend freely. Increasing � makes the

�rst term in the right-hand side smaller too, because in the aggregate, a larger number of people

having investment opportunities is similar to relaxing the �nancial constraint. In other words, a

tight enough �nancial friction is necessary for the economy to have a bubbly equilibrium.

Let us brie�y discuss the existence condition in a more general setup. Assuming full depre-

ciation and �xing the utilization rate at one in the regime-switching recurrent bubble model, we

arrive at the following expression,

mb = {̂b(1� �qb)� rb:

Other things being equal, bubbles are sustained (mb is positive) when the liquidity constraint is

tight, the rental price of capital is low, and/or the investment (and hence the growth rate) in the

bubble regime is high. These implications are similar to those in the permanent-bubble case.

8.3 Impulse Responses

Table 3 reports impulse response functions of variables not discussed in the paper. Responses

to a one standard-deviation innovation to productivity shock (SDa = 0:01) and preference shock

(SDb = 0:08) are reported. Their autocorrelations are 0.9 and 0.5, respectively. We report con-

temporaneous responses on impact of the shock alone, because they are su¢ cient to summarize the

impulse responses for the variables reported in the table. Remember that there are no endogenous

state variables in our model once endogenous variables with trend are divided by Kt (see equations

(29) to (50)). Therefore, both the regime zt 2 ff; bg and the levels of the productivity and the
preference shocks fat; btg are su¢ cient to pin down detrended-endogenous variables.
A positive productivity shock (a rise in at) increases output, consumption, investment, and

hours worked simultaneously. In contrast, a positive preference shock (a rise in bt) increases

investment but decreases consumption. Remember that the preference shock decreases the level

of the subjective discount factor on impact but it is mean reverting. Hence, after the shock,

households end up putting large weights to the utility �ows in the distant future relative to those

in the near future. Therefore, households become e¤ectively more patient than before, hence

increasing investment and decreasing consumption. Asset prices also increase because of the

discount factor channel.

Comparing responses across regimes, we see larger responses in the bubbly regime than in the

fundamental regime. Bubbles amplify the impact of the shocks because the bubble size positively

responds to the shocks, supplying more liquidity to the economy. But regime-dependence in

impulse responses are moderate.
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Bubbly Regime Fundamental Regime
Productivity Preference Productivity Preference

output-to-capital 1.18% -0.00% 1.10% -0.05%
consumption-to-capital 1.06% -0.28% 1.03% -0.26%
investment-to-capital 1.55% 0.84% 1.38% 0.87%

hours 0.09% 0.21% 0.05% 0.16%
utilization 0.36% -0.42% 0.21% -0.47%
capital price 0.77% 0.62% 0.95% 0.67%

bubble-to-capital 1.83% 0.79% - -
capital growth 0.05% 0.06% 0.04% 0.04%

Table 3: E¤ects of Productivity and Preference Shocks

8.4 Data

In this section, we explain the observables used to estimate the model. The data consist of quarterly

GDP growth and the stock market value-to-GDP ratio for the period 1984.Q1 - 2017.Q4. The data

come from the St. Louis Fed�s FRED database. For the stock market-to-GDP ratio, we use the

quarterly not seasonally adjusted Wilshire 5000 Full Cap Price Index series. The raw un�ltered

series was used to compute GDP growth. We pre-�ltered the stock market-to-GDP ratio series

with the HP �lter to remove the trend in the data that is not present in our model; see the

main text for a discussion of the properties of the �ltered series. We think that this approach is

reasonable because we are interested in understanding how the �uctuations around this trend are

in�uenced by the presence or the absence of bubbles. Furthermore, this de-trending approach is

standard in policy institutions such as the Federal Reserve System when they analyze the evolution

of credit in the economy (Bassett, Daigle, Edge, and Kara (2015)). The Bank of Japan takes a
similar approach too. Speci�cally, in their quarterly publication surveying the �nancial system,29

they construct the �heat map�from several �nancial indicators including the stock market value,

on which abnormal deviations of a variable from its trend are read as a sign of over-heating and

painted in red.

8.5 Solution Method

The solution and estimation of the model requires a series of steps that we describe next.

1. We de-trend the model�s equilibrium conditions by the stock of capital, resulting in a sta-

tionary model. It is easy to see that given the structural shocks and the regime today, the

model is entirely forward looking (equations (29) to (50) in Section 8.1.3).

2. Let Xf
t and Y

f
t denote the vectors containing the states and controls in the fundamental

regime. Similarly, Xb
t and Y

b
t denote the vectors containing the states and controls in the

29Financial System Report, https://www.boj.or.jp/en/research/brp/fsr/index.htm/.
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bubbly regime. Then the de-trended model can be written as

Et�f (X
f
t ; Y

f
t ; X

f
t+1; Y

f
t+1; X

b
t+1; Y

b
t+1) = 0:

Et�b(X
b
t ; Y

b
t ; X

f
t+1; Y

f
t+1; X

b
t+1; Y

b
t+1) = 0:

That is, we stack the model�s equilibrium equations conditional on being in the fundamental

and the bubbly regimes. Note that the notation makes clear that the economy may switch to

a di¤erent regime tomorrow. The functional equations describing the equilibrium conditions

are captured by �f (�) and �b(�).

3. We compute the steady state (w/o structural shocks) of each regime (Xf ; Y f ; Xb; Y b) by

shutting down the structural shocks but preserving the regime switches. In other words, we

look for Xf ; Y f ; Xb; Y b that solve the system:

�f (X
f ; Y f ; Xf ; Y f ; Xb; Y b) = 0:

�b(X
b; Y b; Xf ; Y f ; Xb; Y b) = 0:

In doing so, our method respects the probability of switching from the fundamental steady

state to the bubbly steady state and vice versa.

4. We perturb the model around the steady states and solve the resulting system to obtain the

laws of motion for the endogenous states and controls. For simulations and estimation, we

use a �rst-order perturbation approach (Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2004)).

5. It can be shown that the �rst-order approximation of the model can be written compactly

as follows:

Xt = �xXt�1 + 
x�x;t:

Here, Xt = [Xf ; Y f ; Xb; Y b]0 and �x;t contains the structural innovations at time t.

6. We supplement the transition equation in the previous point with a measurement equation

of the form:

Yt = �yXt + 
�y;t:

The matrix �y makes the necessary transformations to make the model�s variables compatible

with the observables in the data collected in vector Yt. We allow for classical measurement
errors as captured by Yt.

7. To compute the likelihood of the model, we use the nonlinear �lter discussed in chapter 5 in

Kim and Nelson (1999).
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8. The Bayesian estimation is implemented following Fernandez-Villaverde, Rubio-Ramirez,

and Schorfheide (2016).

8.6 Alternative Identi�cation Strategies

In this section, we show the impact of alternative identi�cation strategies on our empirical results.

For our �rst check, we use quarterly U.S. data on the GDP growth and the credit-to-GDP ratio.

Similar to the stock market value, the credit-to-GDP ratio in the model is higher during bubbly

episodes than during the fundamental ones. Figure 11 presents the estimated probability of the

economy being in the bubbly regime. It shows that the economy spent in the fundamental regime

prior to the 2000s. This means that during the �rst 15 years of the sample, growth was driven

by exogenous productivity shocks (not shown), not a surprise given the moderate credit-to-GDP

ratio in the data.

The economy starts the 2000s in the fundamental regime, but as credit expands rapidly, the

probability of being in the bubbly regime rises. By mid-2005, the bubble is becoming more likely,

with a smoothed probability above 50%. Between 2007 and early 2009, our exercise reveals that

the bubble was in full swing. Importantly, growth is bubble-driven in this period, which is an

interesting contrast to the productivity-driven growth in the 1990s. At its peak, credit in the

data is explained by a combination of bubbles and a favorable productivity shock. The bubble

disappears in the early 2010s.

During the initial phase of the Great Recession, credit is in correction territory but still high

compared to the 1990s. As a consequence, our approach identi�es this stage of the crisis as the

result of a sharp decline in investment demand due to an exogenous shock to preferences. But

as the contraction in credit continued and the economy grew at lackluster rates, the fundamental

regime becomes more likely to the point where it is the prevalent regime since 2011. It is worth

noting that our estimate of the bubbly episode lasts longer than other researchers have found

(Jorda, Schularick, and Taylor (2015)). This is due to the evolution of aggregate credit, peaking

at the end of 2008 and slowly retrenching afterward, the latter of which Ivashina and Scharfstein

(2010) attribute to the extensive use of existing lines of credit during 2009 and 2010. Ideally, we

would use newly issued credit rather than total credit to better capture the narrative behind the

crisis. However, to the best of our knowledge, such data are not available at the frequency and

length required for our purpose.

For the �nancial constraints of � = � = 0:19 considered in the main text, the average growth

rates and credit-to-GDP are o¤ the values in the data seen during the bubbly episode in the 2000s.

One possibility, used in the paper, is to introduce a constant and estimate it to o¤set the di¤erence.

Alternatively, one can change the �nancial constraints to match the average growth rate during

the presumptive bubbly period, with the caveat that we impose the dates when the bubble exists

a priori. Figure 12 shows the estimated path of the probability of the fundamental (upper panel)
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Figure 11: Probability of Bubbly Regime

and bubbly (lower panel) regimes. Clearly, the paths are consistent with those reported in the

paper.

In the main text, we estimate the regimes using the sample 1984.Q1 - 2017.Q4. One can

extend the sample to include the pre-Great Moderation era 1960.Q1 - 1983.Q4 but this brings

a complication. Growth was strong during that period and credit-to-GDP was above average.

Through the lens of our benchmark model, this points to a bubble. However, most economic

observers would agree that there was no bubble during those years. To cope with this issue, we

add a third regime that allows for high growth and average credit. Figure 13 shows the probabilities

of each regime from this alternative model. As one can see, the main message remains. The high

growth/high credit of the 2000s was most likely associated with the occurrence of a bubble in the

economy. We also see that the economy spent most of the 1960s and 1970s in the third regime.

8.7 Regime-Switching Partial-Collapse Model

We examine variants of our regime-switching model in which not all the bubbly assets collapse. It

has no fundamental regime, but has two bubbly regimes with di¤erent amount of bubbly assets.

We call them high-bubble (H) and low-bubble (L) regimes respectively, in each of which M and

(1� �M)M units of bubbly assets exist respectively. A fraction �M 2 (0; 1) of randomly chosen
bubbly assets physically disappears when the regime switches from the high-bubble regime to the
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Figure 12: Regime Probabilities with Tighter Liquidity
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Figure 14: Impact of Partial Collapse on Growth

low-bubble one, and �MM units of new vintage of bubbly assets are created when the regime

switches to the other direction. We omit the productivity and preference shocks to simplify the

analysis.

Green circles and crosses in Figure 14 show the regime-dependent speed of capital accumulation

gt = Kt+1=Kt in this model. We set the depreciation rate of the bubbly asset �M at �M = 0:999.

Therefore, nearly all the bubbly assets suddenly disappear at the time of the partial collapse.

Nonetheless, the regime-dependent capital accumulation speed in the partial-collapse model does

not resemble its counterpart in the original model plotted in red circles and crosses in the same

�gure. Speci�cally, the distance between green circles and crosses is shorter than the distance

between red circles and crosses.

To see why, Figure 15 plots the regime-dependent bubble size relative to capital stock. In

the partial collapse model, a sizable bubble exists not only in the high-bubble regime but also in

the low-bubble regime. The mechanism is simple; even if most of the bubbly assets lose values

(physically disappears in the model), the rest of the bubbly assets appreciates because liquid

assets become scarce and the demand for the rest of the bubbly assets rises as a result. This

general equilibrium e¤ect stablizes the bubble size, and so does the impact of the partial collapse

on growth. Our benchmark model is di¤erent in this respect; because we consider the entire

collapse of bubbles, the supply of bubbly assets is zero in the fundamental regime, and therefore,

the aforementioned general equilibrium e¤ect is absent. As a consequence, the entire collapse of
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Figure 15: Impact of Partial Collapse on Bubble Size

bubbles has a strong impact on growth (Figure 14).

Green lines in Figure 16 show the regime-dependent capital accumulation speed in the model

with multiple partial collapses as a function of �M at a moderate level of �nancial frictions.30 At

�M = 1, we plot the regime-dependent capital accumulation speed in the model with multiple

entire collapses, i.e., our benchmark model. We see no sign of �convergence�from the model with

multiple partial collapses to the model with multiple entire collapses as �M approaches to 1, but

there is a discrete jump at �M = 1. This is the same type of non-linearity that Brunnermeier and

Sannikov (2014), He and Krishnamurthy (2013), and Gertler and Kiyotaki (2015) emphasize to

account for the �nancial crisis.

8.7.1 Model Description

The partial collapse model is described as follows. The household maximizes the utility function

(3) subject to

xit + it + qt
�
nie;t+1 � (1� � (ut))ne;t

�
+ ~pt

�
~mi
t+1 � ~mt

�
= utrt (ne;t + np;t) + qt (issuet) ;

issuet � �it;

nie;t+1 � (1� �) (1� � (ut))ne;t;
30We set � = � = 0:15. But the main message does not change at di¤erent values of � and �.
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Figure 16: Bubbly-Asset Depreciation and Growth

xit � ��qt (1� � (ut))np;t;

xst + qt
�
nse;t+1 � (1� � (ut))ne;t

�
+ ~pt

�
~ms
t+1 � ~mt

�
= utrt (ne;t + np;t) + wtlt;

�xit + (1� �)xst = �cit + (1� �) cst ;

ne;t+1 = �n
i
e;t+1 + (1� �)nse;t+1;

np;t+1 = (1� � (ut))np;t + �it � � (issuet) ;

and

~mt+1 =
�
1� 1fzt=H;zt+1=Lg�M

� �
� ~mi

t+1 + (1� �) ~ms
t+1

�
+ 1fzt=L;zt+1=Hg�MM:

The initial condition is n0 = K0 and ~m0 =
�
1� 1fz0=Lg�M

�
M .

If qt > 1 and ~pt > 0 hold, the constraints are rewritten as

�cit + (1� �) cst + qtnt+1 + ~pt (1� �) ~ms
t+1

= [utrt + (1� � (ut)) qt]nt + ��t (utrt + �qt (1� � (ut)))nt + ~pt (1 + ��t) ~mt + (1� �)wtlt

and

~mt+1 =
�
1� 1fzt=H;zt+1=Lg�M

�
(1� �) ~ms

t+1 + 1fzt=L;zt+1=Hg�MM: (53)
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The �rst order condition with respect to ~ms
t+1 is

~pt = Et

�
�

�
cit
cit+1

��
(1 + ��t+1) ~pt+1

�
1� 1fzt=H;zt+1=Lg�M

��
: (54)

The invetment level in the equilibrium is given by

it =
[utrt + �qt (1� � (ut))]nt + ~pt ~mt

1� �qt
: (55)

The market clearing conditons imply

nt+1 = Kt+1

and

(1� �) ~ms
t+1 =

�
1� 1fzt=Lg�M

�
M: (56)

(53), (56), and the initial condition ~m0 =
�
1� 1fz0=Lg�M

�
M imply

~mt =
�
1� 1fzt=Lg�M

�
M

holds for all t. (54) and (55) are rewritten as

mt = Et

�
�

�
ĉit
ĉit+1

1

gt

��
(1 + ��t+1)mt+1gt

�
1� 1fzt=H;zt+1=Lg�M

��
and

{̂t =
utrt + �qt (1� � (ut)) +

�
1� 1fzt=Lg�M

�
mt

1� �qt
where mt � ~ptM=Kt: The regime-dependent steady states are

mL = (1� �L) �
�
1

gL

��
(1 + ��L) gLmL + �L�

�
ĉiL
ĉiH

1

gL

��
(1 + ��H)mHgL;

mH = (1� �H) �
�
1

gH

��
(1 + ��H) gHmH + �H�

�
ĉiH
ĉiL

1

gH

��
(1 + ��L) gHmL (1� �M) ;

{̂L =
uLrL + �qL (1� � (uL)) + (1� �M)mL

1� �qf
;

and

{̂H =
uHrH + �qH (1� � (uH)) +mH

1� �qH
:
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